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A Future Without Waste
Course Pack for Educators
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• Eliminating waste and pollution.

• Keeping products and resources in use.

• Regenerating nature.

Learning through Play is at the heart of every session, with playful hands-on activities 
exploring the course’s topics. They are designed to work with any creative materials 
you have available — items rescued from the trash are especially in keeping with 
the course’s theme of reuse and repurposing. LEGO® bricks are not required 
but can be used if you have some lying around .

Thank you,

The LEGO Group
In partnership with 
the Ellen MacArthur Foundation

Introduction

Hi there,

In this document you’ll find everything you need to run
A Future Without Waste, a Build the Change Learning through 
Play course from the LEGO Group and the Ellen MacArthur 
Foundation. The course consists  of five 45-minute sessions 
which can be followed by a “Showcase Day” show-and-tell 
event featuring creations and ideas from young learners.
The course directly impacts several areas identified in the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals
—an important framework being used by schools around the world.

At the LEGO Group, we are committed to becoming global leaders in Learning through Play. 
This means equipping the builders of tomorrow with the knowledge and skills they need to become 
engaged and successful 21st century citizens — skills including creativity, design thinking, 
communication + collaboration, and the confidence to know that their voices and opinions matter.

Dealing with the negative environmental, social, and economic impacts of our current “Take, Make, 
Waste” way of doing things is a key challenge young people will face in their futures, as natural 
resources continue to be depleted and waste and pollution continue to build up.

In this course, learners will explore how we can design, make, and use things in new ways to 
help reduce these negative impacts, bringing benefits to both people and planet. They will 
create imaginative solutions to these real-world challenges and share their ideas with others.

The course is organized around the basic principles of the circular economy, as defined by our expert 
content partner the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, with sessions focused on three key principles for 
designing a better future for nature, communities, and businesses:

Let’s get started! →
LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Minifigure, and the Brick and Knob 
configuration are trademarks and copyrights of the LEGO Group. 
©2022 The LEGO Group. All rights reserved.
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Table of Contents – A Future Without Waste 
What’s in the Course Pack?

1. Lesson plans
and classroom presentations for five 45-minute sessions, plus 
a special “Showcase Day” event to let learners share the 
ideas they’ve created during the course.

2. Printable materials
A course journal for learners to record their thoughts and learnings across the sessions, 
and description cards to display alongside their awesome creations.

3. Idea gallery uploader
for sending photos and descriptions of your classes’ creative ideas to 
public galleries on LEGO.com for the whole world to see.

4. More materials for educators
• Background information on the circular economy

from the Ellen MacArthur foundation.

• Additional online Resources

• Tips for tailoring the sessions for curricula (and alignment 
with the UN’s sustainable development goals) or age / ability.

• Facilitation tips and tricks for getting the best ideas out of kids.

5. More about us
• The Ellen MacArthur Foundation on their commitment 

to helping society move towards a more circular future.

• The LEGO Group and the LEGO Foundation on our commitment 
to Learning through Play and sustainability.

• More about the LEGO Group’s global Build the Change program.

LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Minifigure, and the Brick and Knob configuration are trademarks and copyrights of the LEGO Group. ©2022 The LEGO Group. All rights reserved.
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Build the Change lesson plans
In the following section, you’ll find suggested plans for a number of
Build the Change sessions, each of which is about 45 minutes long. 
Together these sessions add up to the A Future Without Waste 
classroom course.

Click on the bricks or the links for each session’s lesson plan.

Feel free to extend, combine, and space out these sessions to produce the 
timings + course length that fits your learning environment and course needs.

A Future Without Waste:
Introducing the circular economy

← Back to start

KEY SKILLS

Creative problem solving & 
design thinking

Speaking & listening

Teamwork & collaboration

Project-based learning

STEM/STEAM

Citizenship

2C: Regenerating Nature

2B: Keeping Products and Resources in Use

2A: Eliminating Waste and Pollution

2. Stories of Change / Case Study Sessions

1. Introductory Session

Welcome to Grimsville

3. 'The Big Challenge' Session

Showcase Day

4. Sharing your class's ideas

LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Minifigure, and the Brick and Knob configuration are trademarks and copyrights of the LEGO Group. ©2022 The LEGO Group. All rights reserved.

Uploading ideas to our online gallery

← Back to table of contents
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Introduction: A Future Without Waste

A session to kick off a program of Build the Change activities, with an accessible introduction to the concept of 
the “circular economy” – designing things differently to keep products and materials in use, eliminate waste and 
pollution, and restore nature – with some fun hands-on, minds-on activities.

Link to Session Presentation PDF 
http://www.LEGO.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/bltf740c8cdf6c56c37/Session1_Introducing_AFWW.pdf

Link to Printable Speaker’s Notes for the presentation 
http://www.LEGO.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blte1eda95654e3af5e/Session1_Introducing_AFWW_notes.pdf

SECTION CONTENT MATERIALS TIMING
(~45 min)

Opening

A welcome to this Build the Change course, part of the LEGO Group’s program
for children all around the world to create and share their ideas for the future. 
In this course learners will use creativity to tackle the problems created by the 
“Take – Make – Waste” way in which we currently make and use things, which 
depletes our natural resources, builds up waste and pollution, and damages 
our natural environment.

Session 
presentation 
PDF 
(used 
throughout 
the session)

1 min

Video: Build 
the Change

Short video introducing students to the concept of Build the Change, 
with Leo and Linda.

Online video 
(link on slide in 
presentation)

3 min

Stage-setting A very brief introduction to the course’s core topic, circular economy, 
which will be explained more fully in the video which follows.

1 min

Group Poll
A “show of hands” group poll with 2 questions about the class's feelings and 
sense of agency around sustainability – online poll lets the class see how their 
result compares with other classrooms around the world and reflect on any 
similarities/differences.

Online poll 
(link on slide in 
presentation)

3 min

Awesome Words A breakdown of vocabulary words that will be used in the session. 5 min

Video: A Future 
Without Waste

4-minute explainer video introducing the problems caused by our current 
Take-Make-Waste way of making and using products and resources, and how 
designing things according to the principles of the circular economy – eliminating 
waste and pollution, keeping products and resources in use 
for longer, and regenerating nature — could help solve them.

Online video 
(link on slide in 
presentation)

4 min

Time to reflect A change for the class to discuss and reflect on what they’ve just seen. 2 min

Group Activities Two short class activities to get the class thinking and moving around. 10 min

Time to Create
Introductory activity to get learners thinking about designing solutions to 
real-world challenges in line with circular economy principles. Children arrange 
a set of cut-out shapes or LEGO bricks to represent as many household items
as they can in 5 minutes. (full details in speaker’s notes)

Creative 
materials

5 min

Time to Share A chance for the class to share their thoughts, ideas and creations. 5 min

Time to Quiz A few quiz questions to check understanding of the session’s content.
Quiz within 
slides

3 min

Sum up & 
next steps

Once the children have finished the task, ask a few to share how they did 
and how many different items they were able to represent. 
Emphasis on the importance of design of items for easier reuse.

3 min

Introducing the Circular Economy (45min)

← Back to session list

← Back to start

LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Minifigure, and the Brick and Knob configuration are trademarks and copyrights of the LEGO Group. ©2022 The LEGO Group. All rights reserved.

Presentation Group discussion Hands-on Poll (Online) Quiz Video (Online)

http://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/bltf740c8cdf6c56c37/Session1_Introducing_AFWW.pdf
http://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blte1eda95654e3af5e/Session1_Introducing_AFWW_notes.pdf
https://www.lego.com/sustainability/children/build-the-change/
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Stories of Change A

One of 3 case study sessions where children explore the three pillars of a future without waste, focused on 
eliminating waste and pollution.  We highly recommend allowing time for all three stories of change sessions as 
they cover three very interlinked areas of the circular economy.

Link to Session Presentation PDF
http://www.LEGO.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/bltc806daa61af442a2/Session2A_Waste_and_pollution.pdf

Link to Printable Speaker’s Notes for the presentation
http://www.LEGO.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt96eff529b8bf96eb/Session2A_Waste_and_pollution_notes.pdf

Eliminating Waste and Pollution (45min)

← Back to start

LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Minifigure, and the Brick and Knob configuration are trademarks and copyrights of the LEGO Group. ©2022 The LEGO Group. All rights reserved.

← Back to session listPresentation Group discussion Hands-on Poll (Online) Quiz Video (Online)

SECTION CONTENT MATERIALS TIMING
(~45 min)

Opening
This is one of three “Stories of Change” sessions exploring case studies around 
the three principles of the circular economy. This one highlights how we can 
design ways to eliminate waste and pollution to reduce negative impacts on 
our planet and people.

Stories of 
Change A PDF 
(used 
throughout the 
session)

2 min

Group Poll Follow a link to three poll questions where children can immediately 
see how their opinions compare to other classes around the world.

Online poll (link 
on slide in 
presentation)

2 min

Awesome Words Opportunity to run through a few of the trickier vocabulary words about to pop 
up in the Stories of Change video.

2 min

Video: 
Eliminating 
Waste and 
Pollution

Play the Eliminating Waste video, explaining how by designing 
products and services better, we can get rid of end waste. 

The video focuses on DeClique, a Dutch company that takes organic waste from 
businesses and sells it to other businesses that can use it to make new products.

Online video 
(link on slide in 
presentation)

3 min

Follow up 
case studies

Slides highlight two more real-world programs focussed on eliminating waste 
and pollution: Food Shift, distributing food destined for waste to hungry people 
in San Francisco, and #WearNext, stopping clothing ending up in landfill.

2 min

Time to Reflect A chance for children to reflect as a group on what they’ve seen so far. 2 min

Time to create Ask the children to design a school cafeteria that produces no waste of any kind.

Creative 
materials

Printable idea 
description 
cards 
PDF (optional)

20 min

Time to share Ask the class to share what they have created.
Writing 
materials 
(optional)

5 min

End of 
session quiz

Quiz questions to check the class's understanding of the session’s content. 
Can be done as a group vote or individually in children’s class journals.

Quiz within 
slides

Printable 
course journal 
(optional)

5 min

Sum up and 
next steps

Recap on what they have learned today and a quick focus 
what we can all do to help eliminate waste and pollution.

2 min

http://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/bltc806daa61af442a2/Session2A_Waste_and_pollution.pdf
http://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt96eff529b8bf96eb/Session2A_Waste_and_pollution_notes.pdf
http://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt05a1a38185a2557e/BtC_Idea_description_card.pdf
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Stories of Change B

One of 3 case study sessions where children explore the three pillars of a future without waste.  This session 
focuses on keeping products and resources/raw materials in use for longer.  We highly recommend allowing 
time for all three stories of change sessions as they cover three very interlinked areas of the circular economy.

Link to Session Presentation PDF 
http://www.LEGO.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/bltdfb2802686ccc525/Session2B_Keeping_resources_in_use.pdf

Link to Printable Speaker’s Notes for the presentation 
http://www.LEGO.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt639f846b684c52f8/Session2B_Keeping_resources_in_use_notes.pdf

Keeping Products and Resources in Use (45min)

← Back to start

LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Minifigure, and the Brick and Knob configuration are trademarks and copyrights of the LEGO Group. ©2022 The LEGO Group. All rights reserved.
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SECTION CONTENT MATERIALS TIMING
(~45 min)

Opening
This is one of three “Stories of Change” sessions exploring case studies around 
the three principles of the circular economy. This one highlights how we can 
design ways to keep products and resources in use to reduce negative impacts 
on our planet and people.

Stories of 
Change B PDF 
(used 
throughout)

2 min

Group Poll Follow a link to three poll questions where children can immediately 
see how their opinions compare to other classes around the world.

Online poll (link 
on slide in 
presentation)

2 min

Awesome Words Opportunity to run through a few of the trickier vocabulary words about to 
pop up in the Stories of Change video.

2 min

Video: Keeping 
Products and 

Resources in Use

Play the Keeping Products and Resources in Use video explaining how by 
designing products and services better, we can get keep things in use for longer, 
reducing end waste and slowing depletion of our natural resources. 

The video focuses on LEGO® Replay, the LEGO Group’s program in the US 
and Canada for putting disused LEGO bricks back into use.

Online video 
(link on slide in 
presentation)

3 min

Follow up 
case studies

Slides highlight two more real-world programs focussed on keeping products 
and resources in use: Belo Horizonte in Brazil, who recondition old computers and 
electronics for disadvantaged youth to use, and The Library of Things in the UK, 
which lets people borrow things instead of owning them.

2 min

Time to Reflect A chance for children to reflect as a group on what they’ve seen so far. 2 min

Time to create
Ask the children to create a space where people can bring in old items and 
have them turned into new items, with each creation focused on one specific 
item and its journey.

Creative 
materials

Printable idea 
description 
cards 
PDF (optional)

20 min

Time to share Ask the class to share what they have created.
Writing 
materials 
(optional)

5 min

End of 
session quiz

Quiz questions to check the class's understanding of the session’s content. 
Can be done as a group vote or individually in children’s class journals.

Quiz within 
slides

Printable 
course journal 
(optional)

5 min

Sum up and 
next steps

Recap on what they have learned today and a quick focus on what 
can all do to help keep products and resources in use for longer.

2 min

http://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/bltdfb2802686ccc525/Session2B_Keeping_resources_in_use.pdf
http://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt639f846b684c52f8/Session2B_Keeping_resources_in_use_notes.pdf
http://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt05a1a38185a2557e/BtC_Idea_description_card.pdf
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Stories of Change C

One of 3 case study sessions where children explore the three pillars of a future without waste.  This session 
focuses on regenerating nature.  We highly recommend allowing time for all three stories of change sessions as 
they cover three very interlinked areas of the circular economy.

Link to Session Presentation PDF 
http://www.LEGO.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/bltde04699ee3cfa406/Session2C_Regenerating_nature.pdf

Link to Printable Speaker’s Notes for the presentation 
http://www.LEGO.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt3acdda919a6a77b9/Session2C_Regenerating_nature_notes.pdf

Regenerating Nature (45min)

← Back to session list

← Back to start

LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Minifigure, and the Brick and Knob configuration are trademarks and copyrights of the LEGO Group. ©2022 The LEGO Group. All rights reserved.

SECTION CONTENT MATERIALS TIMING
(~45 min)

Opening

This is one of three “Stories of Change” sessions exploring case studies around 
the three principles of the circular economy. This one highlights how we can 
design ways to regenerate nature to reduce negative impacts on our planet and 
people, and the importance of nature in general when creating smarter solutions 
for people and planet.

Stories of 
Change C PDF 
(used 
throughout)

2 min

Poll reflection Follow a link to three poll questions where children can immediately see how 
their opinions compare to other classes around the world.

Online poll (link 
on slide in 
presentation)

2 min

Awesome Words Opportunity to run through a few of the trickier vocabulary words about to pop 
up in the Stories of Change video.

2 min

Video: 
Regenerating 

Nature

Play the Regenerating Nature video and learn how green buildings are 
transforming the way we design cities. 

The video also zooms in on the Biodiversity Tower project in Paris, where a 
building took inspiration from dandelions to create a win-win for people and 
planet.

Online video 
(link on slide in 
presentation)

3 min

Follow up 
case studies

Slides highlight two more real-world programs focussed on regenerating nature: 
#FreetownTheTreetown, a tree-planting initiative in Sierra Leone, and The High 
Line, which re-established natural habitats in New York City.

2 min

Time to Reflect A chance for children to reflect as a group on what they’ve seen so far. 2 min

Time to create
An activity where children reimagine and redesign something typically found in 
an urban area so it can be used to help regenerate nature – e.g. trains, cars, 
buildings, bridges, pavements/sidewalks, bus stations, car parks etc.

Creative 
materials

Printable idea 
description 
cards 
PDF (optional)

20 min

Time to share Ask the class to share what they have created.
Writing 
materials 
(optional)

5 min

End of 
session quiz

Quiz questions to check the class's understanding of the session’s content. Can 
be done as a group vote or individually in children’s class journals.

Quiz within 
slides

Printable 
course journal 
(optional)

5 min

Sum up and 
next steps

Recap on what they have learned today and a quick focus on what we can all do 
to help regenerate nature.

2 min

← Back to session listPresentation Group discussion Hands-on Poll (Online) Quiz Video (Online)

http://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/bltde04699ee3cfa406/Session2C_Regenerating_nature.pdf
http://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt3acdda919a6a77b9/Session2C_Regenerating_nature_notes.pdf
http://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt05a1a38185a2557e/BtC_Idea_description_card.pdf
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The Big Challenge

In this session all previous skills and learnings are applied to the children’s choice of solutions for 
Grimsville, an imaginary town suffering from the effects of a linear economy. The objective is for children 
to create something to showcase to their community, including other children and decision makers.  At 
the end, you can also upload what they’ve made to the LEGO Group – we’d love to see them! 

Link to Session Presentation PDF
http://www.LEGO.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blta9480f5fb3eb7669/Session3_BigChallenge_Grimsville.pdf

Link to Printable Speaker’s Notes for the presentation
http://www.LEGO.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt7fd0d988723ed710/Session3_BigChallenge_Grimsville_notes.pdf

← Back to start

LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Minifigure, and the Brick and Knob configuration are trademarks and copyrights of the LEGO Group. ©2022 The LEGO Group. All rights reserved.
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SECTION CONTENT MATERIALS TIMING
(~45 min)

Opening

In this final session children take everything they’ve learned in the previous 
sessions and apply it to help a fictional town called Grimsville.
The ideas they create will be sent to the LEGO Group, who will share 
them with global leaders as much as they can to help inspire change.

Consider also sharing the ideas with local decision makers, experts, etc. 
More on that later.

Big Challenge 
presentation 
PDF (used 
throughout)

3 min

Video: Welcome 
to Grimsville

Play the Grimsville video which introduces the main challenge: to create a 
world-leading 'circular town’ and solve the problems that the Take / Make / 
Waste way of doing things has inflicted on the community.

Online video 
(link on slide in 
presentation)

3 min

Time to reflect
Group discussion pulling out the problems Grimsville is experiencing as 
laid out in the video and relating them to the impact of a Take / Make / Waste 
way of doing things.

Time to create

Now it’s time for the Big Challenge. Using their creative materials, 
the children are tasked with redesigning Grimsville, a place where community, 
business, and nature can thrive together. Remember to focus on the three pillars 
of the circular economy: eliminating waste and pollution, keeping things in use 
and regenerating nature.

Creative 
materials
Printable idea 
description 
cards 
PDF (optional)

30 min

Time to Share Ask the class to share their Grimsville story and redesign. 5 min

Group poll
Students revisit the question they were asked at the beginning of the course 
in light of everything they’ve learned: How they feel when they think about 
environmental problems.

2 min

Sum up and 
next steps

Let the class know what the next step is… showing their ideas to others during 
the final 90-minute session, Showcase Day. 2 min

After the 
session

Educator takes photos of each build and its description and uploads it to the 
LEGO Group via the upload tool link provided. Can be done when convenient 
after the session.

Put the builds and descriptions to one side so they can be shared at the final 
Showcase Day show-and-tell event.

We have also provided a template letter to local decision makers if you’d 
like to contact them to share the children’s ideas after the session.

Online 
photo/idea 
upload tool
(link on slide in 
presentation + 
later in this 
pack)

Post-
session

Welcome to Grimsville (~45 min)

http://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blta9480f5fb3eb7669/Session3_BigChallenge_Grimsville.pdf
http://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt7fd0d988723ed710/Session3_BigChallenge_Grimsville_notes.pdf
http://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt05a1a38185a2557e/BtC_Idea_description_card.pdf
http://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt43e0240cccaf9285/Local_Email_Template_WWW.docx
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Showcase Day (~90 min+)

We would highly encourage every class that takes part in the Build the Change 
Educator program to carve out time after the core course to celebrate and 
showcase the children’s awesome ideas. As one of the key aims of Build the Change 
is to amplify children’s voices, the session has maximum impact especially 
when guests are invited from the local community, in person or online, who are in some way involved with making 
decisions at any scale that impact people and planet.

Link to Session Presentation PDF 
http://www.LEGO.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt4e917a5ff3d6a023/Session4_Showcase_Day.pdf

Link to Printable Speaker’s Notes for the presentation
http://www.LEGO.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt380158cf35847293/Session4_Showcase_Day_notes.pdf

← Back to start

LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Minifigure, and the Brick and Knob configuration are trademarks and copyrights of the LEGO Group. ©2022 The LEGO Group. All rights reserved.
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Feel free to use our letter/email template to send to local decision makers, inviting them to 
Showcase Day to hear the students’ ideas.

Examples of the kinds of people and groups you might reach out to include:

• Local town officials or community leaders

• Local mayor

• Environmental groups

• Sustainability-focused businesses

• School directors/principals/heads

• Heads of relevant topics at the school

• Environmental scientists, engineers, designers, and other experts

LOCAL GUEST FOR SHOWCASE DAY

SECTION CONTENT MATERIALS TIMING
(~75 min+)

Opening Introduce the children to what is happening for the session and that you have 
a very special guest here to hear about their ideas (if you’ve invited one).

Showcase 
Day PDF 
presentation

5 min

Guest
introduction

Give time to the guest(s) to introduce themselves and take 
questions from the children. 15 min

Showcase
Time

Time for the children to showcase their ideas in whichever format best 
suits your class. It might be a presentation per group. It might be an 
expo/exhibition style walk around with the guest.

45 min+

Sum up and
next steps

Recap on what you have covered and achieved over the course. 
Massive high fives!!!! 5 min

http://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt4e917a5ff3d6a023/Session4_Showcase_Day.pdf
http://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt380158cf35847293/Session4_Showcase_Day_notes.pdf
http://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt43e0240cccaf9285/Local_Email_Template_WWW.docx
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COURSE JOURNAL 
Download PDF:
http://www.LEGO.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt752a44b5e2497010/course_journal_AFWW_digital.pdf

Download PDF: 2-SIDED PRINT AND FOLD VERSION
http://www.LEGO.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt666a3be7f95c1251/course_journal_AFWW_print.pdf

PRINTABLE MATERIALS

IDEA CARDS
Download Printable PDF 
http://www.LEGO.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt05a1a38185a2557e/BtC_Idea_description_card.pdf 

← Back to start

LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Minifigure, and the Brick and Knob configuration are trademarks and copyrights of the LEGO Group. ©2022 The LEGO Group. All rights reserved.

Encourage your learners to print 
this blank book for recording 
their reflections and learnings 
throughout the course.
Children can also use it to write 
down their answers to the 
quizzes at the end of each 
session.

These can be printed 
and placed next to 
learners’ creations for 
when they are being 
displayed, for example 
during Showcase Day.

← Back to table of contents

http://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt752a44b5e2497010/course_journal_AFWW_digital.pdf
http://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt666a3be7f95c1251/course_journal_AFWW_print.pdf
http://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/sustainability/assets/blt05a1a38185a2557e/BtC_Idea_description_card.pdf
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UPLOADING THE IDEAS

← Back to start
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← Back to table of contents

Don’t forget to upload your kids’ creations to our A Future Without Waste gallery on 
LEGO.com! 

Just scan the QR code above with a phone camera to get started or use this URL: 
https://www.lego.com/sustainability/buildthechange/challenges/AFWW-circular-
ideas/upload?CMP=EMC-LCE

Once they’re moderated, the ideas will appear here: 
https://www.lego.com/sustainability/buildthechange/challenges/AFWW-circular-
ideas/gallery?CMP=EMC-LCE 

Scanning the “Uploader” QR code with your phone camera will bring up a
webpage where you can photograph your childrens’ builds, add a 
short description, and upload them to our galleries on LEGO.com.

NOTE: You’ll need to create and/or sign in with a LEGO ID Account so we can contact you with any 
queries about your submission.

While we can’t wait to see what your learners come up with, please be aware that images may be 
rejected by our moderation system, especially if they contain personally identifying information, e.g.

• Faces and/or people in the image

• Information about the creator beyond first name and age – e.g. last names, names of schools or 
geographic areas, etc.

• Email addresses, phone numbers, etc.

Images may also be rejected if they are rotated, very blurry, or contain inappropriate content.

A Future 
without Waste:
Design a more 
circular future. 

Idea Uploader

http://www.lego.com/my-account/
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Background for educators: 
Getting to grips with the circular economy

This resource is a collection of helpful content for educators who wish to begin teaching the 
circular economy. It is designed to give a quick and accessible overview of the circular 
economy concept and its core principles. Having established this base-line knowledge, 
educators should feel equipped to use other circular economy resources from the Ellen 
MacArthur Foundation and beyond. 

Where are we now?
To understand what the circular economy is, it’s helpful to start with where we are now. In 
our current economy, we take resources from the Earth to make products, which we use for 
a short time before we throw them away and they become waste. 

Take-make-waste

We call this a linear economy. It simply 
cannot work in the long-term on a finite planet. 

Where are we heading?
Nature never does things in straight lines. It has arrived at a far more efficient and effective 
way of doing things — it works in cycles. Things grow, they die, and then nutrients return to 
the Earth so that new life can grow. Again and again. The energy needed to make all of this 
happen comes from the sun. 

The aim of the circular economy is to mimic nature’s cycles as much as possible in our 
economy. So instead of working in straight lines, we work in cycles; and instead of losing 
valuable materials and nutrients to landfill or incineration (leading to high levels of waste and 
pollution), it keeps them in the economy for as long as possible. This can help us tackle 
pressing concerns like climate change and biodiversity loss.

The three principles of the circular economy are:
1- Eliminate waste and pollution
2- Keep products and materials (resources) in use
3- Regenerate nature

What separates this from other sustainability initiatives like recycling? The answer is Design. 
The circular economy addresses the root causes of problems like waste and pollution instead 
of the symptoms. By fundamentally redesigning the things around us we can stop them from 
ever becoming waste in the first place. 

For example, we might design things to be more durable, to be shared or reused in various 
ways, to be repaired, or to be easily taken apart at end of life so that materials can be 
recovered and used again. What if we viewed waste as a design flaw? After all, there is no 
waste in nature. 

WATCH: Humans Changed the Face of the Earth, Now we Rethink our Future

← Back to table of contents
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Circular economy background (continued) 

Now let’s take a closer look at how materials can cycle in a circular economy.
Here, Ellen MacArthur explains how the different ‘loops’ of the circular economy work to 
create a system that is regenerative by design: The Butterfly Diagram with Ellen MacArthur

How we talk about the circular economy
Since the Ellen MacArthur Foundation was founded in 2010, we have described the
circular economy as an economic opportunity with multiple environmental and societal 
benefits. This is where the concept distinguishes itself from most sustainability narratives
and paradigms, which often leave out the role of the economy when it comes to
considering environmental concerns.

Increasing pressures from things like climate change, resource scarcity, supply chain 
disruptions, increasing consumer demands, and policy changes, mean that businesses
will need to transition to more circular ways of operating in order to increase efficiencies,
lower costs, minimise negative externalities such as waste, and generally future-proof their 
operations. Our reports have helped highlight the benefits of a circular transition and there
are now companies, cities, governments and educational institutions the world over,
reaping the rewards of going circular (for people, profit, and planet).
View our case study library to explore some of the most innovative examples.

The circular economy in education
The transition from a linear to a circular economy is a huge undertaking that will
require new skills, knowledge, and mindsets. There is a role for artists, designers, architects, 
engineers, educators, entrepreneurs, policy-makers, scientists, farmers and just about 
everyone in between. By its very nature, it is an interdisciplinary topic, excellent for
project-based and problem-based learning approaches with an emphasis on creativity, 
collaboration, critical thinking and systems thinking.

We believe that the circular economy should be at the heart of the education system,
helping to empower students with a positive vision for the future based on solutions to
real-world problems.

To find out more, check out the online resources on the next page.

Where are we heading?

← Back to table of contents
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https://ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/topics/circular-economy-introduction/examples
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Additional online resources from 
the Ellen MacArthur Foundation:

What is a circular economy?

Rethinking progress a broad overview of the concept of the circular economy.

From consumer to user explores the possibility of favouring access to goods and 
services over ownership

EMF’s suite of learning resources for schools

How it all Started: Ellen’s Journey to the Circular Economy

Dame Ellen MacArthur’s TED TALK

Dame Ellen’s vision of a circular economy for a better planet

Circular Economy: Stories of Change Case Studies

Eliminating Waste and Pollution

DeClique: Turning food waste into new products

Food Shift: Getting food destined for waste to hungry people.

#WearNext: Reusing clothing waste.

Keeping Products and Resources in Use

LEGO Replay: Keeping pre-loved LEGO® bricks in play.

Belo Horizonte: Repurposing electronics.

Library of Things: Lending things instead of selling them. 

Regenerating Nature

M62 Biodiversity Tower, Paris: Redesigning a building to help nature.

#FreetownTheTreetown: Bringing trees back to an urban center.

The High Line: Restoring biodiversity to an urban wasteland. 

← Back to start
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https://ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/topics/circular-economy-introduction/overview
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCRKvDyyHmI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cd_isKtGaf8
https://www.tes.com/teaching-resources/shop/EllenMacArthurFoundation
https://www.ted.com/talks/dame_ellen_macarthur_the_surprising_thing_i_learned_sailing_solo_around_the_world?language=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SuDFMKAP2xM
https://declique.nl/en/
https://foodshift.net/
https://ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/articles/wearnext
https://www.lego.com/en-us/sustainability/environment/replay/
http://ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/circular-examples/tackling-electronic-waste
https://www.libraryofthings.co.uk/
https://www.designingbuildings.co.uk/wiki/M6B2_Tower_of_Biodiversity
https://www.wri.org/our-work/project/cities4forests/call-action/freetown-sierra-leone
https://www.thehighline.org/
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Fitting into Curricula
The Build the Change team recognize fully that you, the educator, are the expert on 
what is relevant for your class in the context of your local curriculum. We also know 
how important it is that activities you choose have an outcome that builds towards 
your national curriculum objectives. 

While curricula vary from country to country and state to state, this Build the Change 
course offers a number of cross-cutting skills and knowledge areas that form part of 
many national and regional curricula for the 7-12 year old age range:

SKILLS Knowledge

Creative problem solving & design thinking Social studies 

Speaking, literacy & comprehension Economics

Teamwork & collaboration Environmental science/earth science

Project-based learning Design and technology

STEM/STEAM Spoken language/vocabulary

Citizenship Human geography

SKILL AREAS

The LEGO Group see creativity as one of the core skills 
needed to start children on a journey of lifelong learning, 
and Build the Change sessions are designed to develop 
this – each session begins with a brief initial immersion in a 
real-world topic followed quickly by hands-on creation and 
sharing of original ideas. 

Examining the world around them through a range of 
lenses and perspectives, children are tasked with 
generating ideas that will make a positive impact on the 
environment and their society. They are encouraged to 
take their ideas and make them a reality, connecting the 
dots between great ideas and impact using creativity. The 
aim is to build confidence and understanding that their 
voices matter as part of their global and local society.

The sessions encourage children to explore the world 
around them and the causes and effects of the issues the 
planet faces, thinking critically on how we might address 
them. Using a Learning through Play approach, and by 
setting up a space where children feel safe to test and 
iterate, problem solving as a skill is nurtured and has a 
heavy presence throughout.

The courses give students a platform on which to 
experiment with and prototype their ideas, helping them 
build an understanding of how real-world problems can be 
addressed. The design thinking flow also helps students 
draw the links between multiple disciplines and creativity. 
Technological aspects of the course also nurture the ability 
to move seamlessly between analogue and digital tools.

CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING & DESIGN THINKING

The lessons are designed to give children opportunities to 
develop their speaking, literacy & comprehension skills as 
they create, present, and discuss ideas. Chances to present 
and share well-structured reflections and narratives on their 
creations to the broader group are built into the “Time to 
Reflect” moments within the sessions. 

We also take a novel engineering approach in some of the 

sessions, giving the children the opportunity to find the 
challenges they wish to address within scenarios that we 
present to them.

Much of the content is scenario- and situation-based,
giving opportunities to communicate big, visionary and 
future-facing ideas, and allowing space to develop 
articulation skills.

SPEAKING, LITERACY & 
COMPREHENSION

← Back to start
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Build the Change is designed to give the educator 
freedom on whether children work individually or as 
groups, or both at different points in the sessions. 
The activities encourage children to work together, 
to listen to others’ ideas, to find solutions and work 
together to present them to others. There are 
opportunities to delegate specific roles to members of 
each group or to open it up to a team discussion and 
empower the children to decide.

TEAMWORK & 
COLLABORATION

A key objective of Build the Change is to build advocacy, 
civic engagement and self-efficacy in the children who take 
part. Children should leave the sessions feeling their ideas 
are valued and have the power to inspire, influence and 
impact the planet and everything on it. 

The discussion session specifically gives students the 
opportunity to think and speak critically on environmental 
and social issues and to look at facts and evidence when 
forming their opinions.

CITIZENSHIP

KNOWLEDGE AREAS

This course gives the students an introduction to how 
nature, community and business can all work together in 
unison. To do this, the course touches on aspects of the 
natural world and its systems to illustrate: i) key 
interdependencies between different organisms and 
different stages of cycles and ii) ways in which nature can 
benefit multiple parts of society in addition to the 
environment. 

This course investigates the concept of waste both as a 
negative and a positive. For example, the concept of there 
being nothing wasted in natural cycles is highlighted as 
inspiration for the way in which we, as humans, design 
services and products in the future. What can we learn 
from nature?

There is also focus given to the concept of regenerating 

nature in order to benefit both the environment and 
society. How can bringing back biodiversity to a space 
impact how we feel, how we behave, how society 
operates and what kinds of businesses can flourish?

The Big Challenge gives the children the opportunity to 
integrate science knowledge into a more holistic 
approach on designing a town, working with 
interdependencies for example:

• pollination; food chains, food for communities to eat, 
food for businesses

• Waste, turn it into something useful, use to grow 
plants, provide business with resources

• More biodiversity, better environment for everything, 
better mental health

SCIENCE

In addition to outcomes described under the speaking and 
listening skills sections above, language skills are developed 
through the acquisition of new vocabulary, adapting 
language to different contexts, and imaginative writing.

The materials are available in English, Spanish, and Danish 
(with more to come) so also have the potential for use as 
part of foreign language practice.

LANGUAGE

The course content focuses especially on human 
geography: town planning, impact of spaces on 
communities, the interlinking of business, community and 
nature. 

GEOGRAPHY

Fitting into Curricula

← Back to start
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Fitting into Curricula

The United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are used by an increasing numbers of 
schools as a recognized framework to address and speak about real-world people and planet 
challenges. The SDGs help create a common language across not only governments and policy 
makers but also education authorities and the broader public. We have listed the main touchpoints 
that the course has across the 17 goals firstly focusing on the three core goals followed by those 
which are discussed in the course but not necessarily impacted directly.

THE SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT GOALS

← Back to start
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This course aims to provide 
free sustainability education 
resources for as many children 
as possible, directly 
addressing target 4.7

The circular economy topic 
promotes information and 
raises awareness on 
sustainable development and 
lifestyles in harmony with 
nature directly addressing 
target 12.8

The course aims to help 
improve education and raise 
awareness on climate change 
actions that need to take 
place for a move to a more 
sustainable future, directly 
addressing target 13.3

The course also touches on the 
sustainable development goals 6, 7, 8,11, 
14 and 15:  from the importance of 
regenerating nature in improving all life 
both below water and on land to the 
importance of circular economy in 
driving economic growth decoupled 
from the environmental degradation.

Core Goals and Targets Impacted

Other Goals Discussed

For more information on the SDGs, please 
visit https://sdgs.un.org/goals

← Back to table of contents
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Catering to ages and ability
The presentations included with this pack were designed
primarily with 7-12 year olds in mind. 

• Alter spoken scripts to 
suit younger children.

TO ADAPT THESE, EDUCATORS MAY WISH TO…

The core experience of creating one’s own solution to a real-world problem, however, 
scales naturally to take account of age and ability – because learners are constructing 
their own learning experiences, most challenges work across all age groups.

A challenge like “invent something to clean the air” for example, will be interpreted and 
executed very differently depending on whether the learner is four (a flying broom) or forty 
(an autonomous fleet of modified multi-rotor drones fitted with the latest carbon-dioxide 
absorbing kit).

Most importantly, both learners will have had a highly joyful and personal experience of 
Learning through Play as they understand and respond to the problem at the level which 
they are able.

The next page looks at some examples of how tasks can be adapted for more support 
through to more challenge – scaling up and down.

← Back to start
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• Create more in-depth 
presentations for older 
children using our 
background materials 
and resources.

• Spend longer on 
creations with older 
children, e.g. splitting 
design, building, and 
presentation of ideas 
into multiple sessions.

← Back to table of contents
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Examples of scaling up and down
We have tried to design the sessions to be low-entry but offering high ceilings, allowing the children to take their 
exploration wherever they want. The area where differences in ability will be most evident, and different styles of 
facilitation needed, is during the Time to Create section in most of the sessions. Children are encouraged to 
explore individually or as a small group, with the emphasis on a child-led experience. We realize that not every 
child works well with this level of open-endedness and have made a few suggestions on how more support 
might be provided as well as how more challenge might be added for those children who require it.

Let’s look at the biggest questions or tasks first:

Support needed

• This is a big, multi-faceted question. For some,
they might be intimidated and not know where
to start. This is natural but hopefully by the
second or third time they go through the
process, they will be used to the approach.

• First, encourage them by letting them know
anything is possible and there are no right or
wrong answers – remove any concerns of failure.

• Secondly, get them into the mindset that they
are a town planner, testing and trying things out.
Or a designer making prototypes where nothing
is perfect but the idea is there.

• Lastly, if they need a little more support,
highlight a real-world example (from the case
study videos for example) and ask them to adapt
it to their area. For example, how might they
redesign the buildings in Grimsville to bring back
biodiversity or what kinds of businesses would
they have to convert waste into products?

Challenge needed
• Given the high-ceiling nature of this task, there is

a lot of room to make their designs as complex
as they wish. If they finish their creations quickly,
try for example tasking them with adding
annotations to their creation with sticky notes,
describing each component of their idea.
Perhaps ask them to detail how nature,
community or business benefit from that feature.

• Additionally, you could ask the child to think
about how they might pitch this idea to world
leaders. If time allows, get them to create a
sketch pitch poster. Tell them to imagine they
have space on a wall in the local town hall –
what would they put there to “sell” their idea?

Support needed

• Work with the child to help them firstly picture 
the space we are focusing on – maybe make a 
quick visit to school dining hall to facilitate this. 
Discuss what needs to go into a school kitchen: 
vegetables, fruits, meats etc. Then ask them what 
comes out of a kitchen once everyone’s been 
through at lunchtime: waste food, waste water 
etc. Now, ask them how we can use the waste 
food and water to help vegetables and fruit 
grow? What can they create to make this 
happen? A robot? A machine? A bucket on a cable 
car wire?

Challenge needed
• Ask the child to design something for a school

kitchen in a part of the world where there are
extreme temperatures involved, either hot or
cold. How might the school cafeteria be different
to theirs?

...design a school cafeteria 
that produces no waste

Redesign Grimsville to benefit 
nature, community and business

← Back to start
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General facilitation tips and tricks
Getting the best ideas out of young learners.

You are educators so we are super aware that you are 
likely to know this already, but in the spirit of sharing, 
here are a few workshop facilitation techniques we 
use in the LEGO Group:

• Keep questions open-ended whenever possible.

• Encourage reflection.

• Ensure that the tone is kept light, hopeful and fun 
(it is easy to go gloomy when talking about topics 
like climate change).

• If the question feels too big and general for them, 
try to bring it back to something they can relate 
to, something local perhaps.

We need your help in conveying the energy behind 
some of the statements that aim to empower and 
motivate children. Imagine it’s the most important 
thing you’ve ever said to them. Then times it by 
a million. 

In the immersion material, we have tried to give 
enough information about the topics without making 
it too prescriptive for the children. A novel 
engineering approach to some of the challenges, 
especially the Big Challenge, means that children can 
find their own issues to address from what we present 
to them. This gives them a sense of ownership and an 
increased motivation to come up with solutions. 

We all know what it is like to be stuck on first steps 
when given an open-ended creative exercise: frozen, 
no ideas in sight, panic starting to set in.

We also know that it is normal to feel this way but 
here are some tips to spark that first step into 
creativity overload!

• Go back over key points from earlier that session. 
Do any jump out to the student? Expand on those.

• Give your own wacky ideas (the sillier the better) 
on what you would do. This helps relax the student 
and reminds them that anything is possible. It’s 
important that the students don’t feel the 
constraints on creativity that we often do as adults.

• If there are creative materials in front of the 
student, tell them to let their hands do the 
thinking. Get them to start putting objects 
together randomly. Is anything appearing? Any 
shapes? Does it remind them of anything? This is a 
great way to break that idea freeze.

Once the students are creating their ideas, spend a 
moment with each group or individual to ensure they 
are giving thoughts to the following:

• Is it a new idea? If not, what can you add to make 
it even cooler and more unique?

• What are the causes and effects in their idea?

• Keep them on theme. Everyone loves to build a 
space rocket swimming pool dinosaur machine, 
but is it going to help the planet? Maybe… hold 
that thought ;)

When it comes to sharing their creation encourage 
them to use a simple structure:

• What is their creation?

• How does it help nature, community or business? 
(or all three)

• Encourage students to be big picture thinkers by 
asking them 'connecting' questions - how does this 
idea connect to that? What will happen to this if 
we do that? How does this business help that 
group of people? etc. This helps them to see how 
changes to one part of their build can affect the 
whole. 

GENERAL

CREATIVE SECTIONS

← Back to start
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Facilitation tips and tricks

At the LEGO Group, we love building microphones out of LEGO bricks and handing them to those whose 
turn it is to speak. It works wonders and adds a bit of fun.

Build the Change is perfect for working in groups, but we would recommend no more than 4 children per group. 
This is simply to ensure everyone gets to input and play an important role.

Depending on the students, it might be worth delegating roles. For example, some of the roles that have worked 
in the past include: 

• a project manager (to lead the group) 

• a communicator

• a writer (to capture the story – almost like a journalist)

• a designer

• an architect/engineer

This list is far from exhaustive on the roles within a creative design project, so feel free to come up with 
completely different ones based on your students.

GROUP WORK

SPEAKING MOMENTS

← Back to start
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The Ellen MacArthur Foundation 
on the circular economy and 
designing a better world.

To solve big problems like climate change, waste, and pollution, we need a 
big idea.

It’s time to rethink how we design, make, and use the things we need, 
from the food we eat to the clothes we wear. What if we looked to the 
natural world as a model for how to design products, services, and systems 
that never create waste? 

At the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, we develop and promote the idea of a 
circular economy. We inspire and work with businesses, academia, 
policymakers, and institutions across the globe. Our vision is an economic 
system that’s better for people and the environment.

Together, we can create a better future for all of us.

Find out more at www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/

← Back to start
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The LEGO Group on
Learning through Play
and Sustainability

The LEGO Group and the LEGO Foundation 
are committed to becoming a global force 
for learning through play. We aim to 
redefine play and reimagine learning with 
hands-on learning experiences like Build the 
Change, where children are actively 
engaged through a meaningful and 
enjoyable experience, testing and trying 
out things with others. Success for us is 
seeing more and more children around the 
world become creative, engaged, and
life-long learners. 

Educators can use Learning through Play to 
support students' depth of knowledge and 
understanding, with the application of this 
knowledge into practical skills and nurturing 
a lifelong motivation to learn new things.

On the LEGO Foundation website, you can 
find more information and access the LEGO 
Foundation knowledge base and in particular 
the white papers on What we mean by 
Learning through Play and Learning through 
Play at school.

We’re playing our part in building a 
sustainable future and creating a brighter 
world for our children to inherit. We’re 
joining forces with children and parents, 
educators, our employees, partners, 
charities and experts to have a lasting 
impact and inspire the children of today to 
become the builders of tomorrow. 

We are proud of the journey we are on and 
recognize that there is much more to do and 
learn. We will continue to do everything we 
can to achieve our ambitions. 

On our sustainability website you can find 
more information about our initiatives, 
ambitions and progress. 

OUR COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY

OUR COMMITMENT TO LEARNING THROUGH PLAY
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What is Build the Change?
Build the Change is the LEGO Group’s flagship sustainability education program. Deceptively simple 
and effective, it has been tested with kids at events around the world for over a decade. 

← Back to start
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Share it 
with others.

Share

Learn about a real-world 
planet and people challenge.

Immerse

Devise your own
brilliant solution.

Create
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